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Objective: To determine overall survival and disease-free survival in selected

patients with nonresectable liver-only colorectal cancer receiving liver trans-

plantation.

Background: Patients with nonresectable colorectal cancer receiving

palliative chemotherapy has a 5-year overall survival of about 10%.

Liver transplantation provided an overall survival of 60% in a previous

study (SECA-I). Risk factors for death were carcinoembryonic antigen

(CEA) >80 mg/L, progressive disease on chemotherapy, size of largest

lesion>5.5 cm, and less than 2 years from resection of the primary tumor

to transplantation.

Methods: In this prospective (SECA-II) study, we included colorectal cancer

patients with nonresectable liver-only metastases determined by computed

tomography (CT)/magnetic resonance imaging/positron emission tomogra-

phy scans and at least 10% response to chemotherapy. Time from diagnosis to

liver transplant was required to be more than 1 year.

Results: At a median follow-up of 36 months, Kaplan-Meier overall survival

at 1, 3, and 5 years were 100%, 83%, and 83%, respectively. Disease-free

survival at 1, 2, and 3 years were 53%, 44%, and 35%, respectively. Overall

survival from time of relapse at 1, 2, and 4 years were 100%, 73%, and 73%,

respectively. Recurrence was mainly slow growing pulmonary metastases

amenable to curative resection. Fong Clinical Risk Score of 1 to 2 at the time

of diagnosis resulted in longer disease-free survival than score 3 to 4 (P ¼
0.044). Patients included in the present study had significantly better prog-

nostic factors than the previous SECA-I study.

Conclusion: Liver transplantation provides the longest overall survival

reported in colorectal cancer patient with nonresectable liver metastases.

Improved selection criteria give patients with nonresectable colorectal liver

metastases a 5-year overall survival comparable to other indications for liver

transplantation.
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C olorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most frequent malignancies
in Western societies and about 50% of the patients have
 Copyright © 2020 Wolters Kluw

metastases at the time of diagnosis or will later on develop
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metastases. Liver is the most often involved organ. Liver resection
is considered the only curative treatment option for patients with
colorectal liver metastases (CLMs); however, only about 20% of the
patients are candidates for curative liver resections.1 Furthermore,
the majority of liver resected patients will develop recurrent disease
within 3 years of resection.2 Palliative chemotherapy is in general the
only treatment option for the vast majority of nonresectable patients.
The expected median overall survival (OS) from start of first-line
chemotherapy is about 2 years and the 5-year OS is about 10%,
although longer median OS has been obtained in selected patients
with good performance status (ECOG 0 to 1), no (K)RAS or BRAF
mutations, and left-sided tumors.3–7

Liver transplantation (LT) is considered standard of care for
selected patients with malignant liver tumors such as hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) and liver metastases from low-grade neuroendo-
crine malignant disease.8,9 In 2013, a publication (SECA-I study)
including 21 CRC patients revisited the concept of LT in CRC and
showed a Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimated 5-year OS of 60%.10 Pre-
transplant maximal tumor diameter exceeding 5.5 cm, level of car-
cinoembryonic antigen (CEA) before LT >80 mg/L, failing response
on chemotherapy, and short interval from resection of the primary to
transplant were all factors associated with decreased survival.
Patients having 0 to 3 of these factors seem to be a low-risk group,
and these selected CRCs may obtain similar 5-year OS as HCC
patient having LT as standard of care.11 At present, several studies
examining LT in CRC are ongoing (Clinicaltrails.gov NCT
02864485, 03488953, 02597348).

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether more
strict selection criteria can be used to obtain an OS after LT for CLM
that is comparable to that observed for conventional indications
for LT.

METHODS

The study was a prospective trial including patients with
nonresectable CRC liver-only metastases (Clinical Trials.-
gov:NCT01479608). Approval was obtained from the Regional
Ethics Committee and Institutional Review Board. After signed
informed consent, patients were evaluated for inclusion in the study
protocol. The inclusion and exclusion criteria are listed in Table 1.
The immunosuppression protocol consisted of induction with basiix-
imab, tacrolimus the first 4 to 6 weeks, and then conversion to
sirolimus (mTOR inhibitor). Glucocorticoids and mycophenolate
mofetil were administered from day 0; steroids were tapered to 0
during the first 3 to 6 months. None of the patients received adjuvant
chemotherapy after LT.

According to the study protocol, the patients had follow-up at
the outpatient clinic every month the first year after LT, every
3 months the second years, and thereafter every 6 months for up
to 10 years. Computed tomography (CT) scans were performed every
3 months the first 2 years and then every 6 months. Follow-up and
treatment at the time of relapse were at the discretion of the
er Health, Inc. All rights reserved.

responsible physician.
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TABLE 1. Inclusion-exclusion Criteria SECA-II Study

Inclusion Criteria
Histologically verified adenocarcinoma in colon or rectum
No signs of extra hepatic metastatic disease or local recurrence according to PET/CT scan
No signs of extra hepatic metastatic disease or local recurrence according to CT or MR (thorax/abdomen/pelvis) scan within 4 wks before the faculty
meeting at the transplant unit

No signs of local recurrence judged by colonoscopy/CT colography within 12 mo before the faculty meeting at the transplant unit
Good performance status, ECOG 0 or 1
Satisfactory blood tests Hb >10 g/dL, neutrophiles >1.0 (after any G-CSF), TRC >75, Bilirubin <2 x upper normal level, ASAT, ALAT <5 x upper
normal level, Creatinine <1.25 x upper normal level. Albumin above lower normal level.

Standard surgical resection procedure of primary tumor with adequate resection margins, including circumferential resection margins (CRM) of at least
�2 mm for rectal cancer patients

Signed informed consent and expected cooperation of the patients for the treatment and follow-up must be obtained and documented according to GCP,
and national/local regulations.

Relapse of liver metastases after second liver resection or liver metastases not eligible for curative liver resection
Received first-line treatment
Before start of chemotherapy, no lesion should be larger than 10 cm, if more than 30 lesions all should be less than 5 cm and the patients should have at
least 30% response by RECIST-criteria.

At least 10% response (RECIST-criteria) on chemotherapy. Patients must be accepted for transplantation before progressive disease on ongoing
chemotherapy.

Patients with less than 10% response on chemotherapy may be included if they obtain at least 20% response after TACE (DEB-IRI) or by 90Y-spheres.
At least 1-year time span from CRC diagnosis and date of being listed on the transplantation list.

Exclusion Criteria
Patients will be excluded from the study if they meet any of the following criteria:

Weight loss >10% the last 6 mo
Patient BMI >30
Other malignancies
Know hypersensitivity to rapamycin
Prior extra hepatic metastatic disease or local relapse
Patients who have not received standard preoperative, per-operative, or postoperative treatment for the primary CRC
Palliative resection of primary CRC tumor
Women who are pregnant or breast feeding
Any reason why, in the opinion of the investigator, the patient should not participate
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Data on previous treatment administered at different referring
hospitals were collected from patient records at the referring hos-
pitals. Data from time of LT were prospectively registered in a Case
Report Form (CRF).

Disease-free survival (DFS) was defined as time from LT to
suspected metastatic lesions or local relapse described by CT/mag-
netic resonance imaging/positron emission tomography-scans,
occurrence of new CRC primary, or diagnosis of other malignant
disease. No evidence of disease (NED) was defined as no relapse or
curatively resected metastases and no new lesions at end of follow-
up. OS was calculated from date of LT to end of follow-up.

From the pre-transplant PET/CT examination, maximum,
mean and peak standardized uptake values (SUVmax, SUVmean,
and SUVpeak), tumor to background (T/B) ratio, metabolic tumor
volume (MTV), and total lesion glycolysis (TLG) were measured and
calculated for all liver metastases. Total MTV and TLG were
calculated for each patient as previously described.12

Risk stratification of the candidates at the time of diagnosis
and time of LT was done by means of the Fong Clinical Risk Score
(FCRS) and pre-transplant by FCRS and the Oslo Score. In FCRS, 0
to 5 points were calculated giving 1 point for the following: Syn-
chronous metastatic disease (less than 12 months from diagnosis),
lymph node positive primary, more than 1 lesion, size larger than
5 cm, and CEA >200 mg/L. The Oslo Score (0 to 4 points) were
calculated by giving 1 point for each of the following pre-transplant
characteristics: largest lesion >5.5 cm, plasma CEA levels >80 mg/
L, time from surgery of primary tumor to LT of less than 2 years, and
progressive disease on chemotherapy at the time of LT.

Statistical Analyses
OS and DFS were estimated by using the KM method. Log-
 Copyright © 2020 Wolters Kluw

rank test was used to compare outcome between groups. Difference
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between groups was compared by the nonparametric Mann-Whitney
U test and difference between results obtained in individual patients
at time of diagnosis and time of LT were compared by Wilcoxon
Signed Rank test. A 2-tailed probability level less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant. Analyses were performed with
SPSS version 23, Armonk, New York.

RESULTS

Patients
From April 2012 to November 2016, a total of 15 CRC

patients with nonresectable liver-only metastases received LT in
the SECA-II study. No drop-out from the transplantation waiting-
list was observed. Median time on the waiting-list was 29 days, range
7 to 148 days. The background characteristics and treatment given
before LT are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. The majority of the
patients had a (y)pT3 tumor (73%) and 12 of the 15 included patients
had a primary sigmoid or rectal tumor. Four patients had undergone
liver resections before LT. Two of these 4 patients had also received
RFA treatment of liver metastases. The median time from diagnosis
to LT and from resection of the primary bowel tumor to LT was 24.0
and 22.6 months, respectively.

The maximum number and size of largest metastatic lesions
determined by CT/MRI scan before LT and at time of LT as well as
determined by histological examination of explanted liver are given
in Tables 2 and 3. At the time of diagnosis, the median number of
lesions was 12 with up to 100 metastases in 1 patient and the median
size of the lesions was 45 mm ranging up to 94 mm. The median
number of lesions at time of LT was 5, ranging up to 53 liver
metastases. The median size before LT was 24 mm with maximal
diameter of 47 mm. Histological examination of the explanted livers
er Health, Inc. All rights reserved.

revealed a median of 6 metastases, median size of 26 mm and
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TABLE 2. Baseline Characteristics and Previous Treatments

Age at LT (median, range) 59.4 (34.9–71.1) y
Sex (female/male) 7/8
Treatment before resection of primary

No treatment 7
Chemotherapy 5
Chemoradiation therapy 3

Primary
pT1 1
ypT2 2
(y)pT3 11
pT4 1
(y)pN0 8
(y)pN1 6
ypN2 1

Location of primary
Right colon 1
Colon transversum 1
Left colon 1
Sigmoideum 8
Recti 4

Chemotherapy before LT
First-line 7
Second-line 6
Third-line 2

Chemotherapy given before LT
5-FU 15
Irinotecan 13
Oxaliplatin 9
EGFR-antibody 6
Bevacizumab 6
KRAS mutation/wt 1/14
CEA at LT (mg/L, median and range) 2 (1–30)
CEA max (mg/L, median and range) 17 (3–1331)

Other treatment before LT
Liver resection 4 patients, 2–4 resections
Number of resected metastases 3–8
Size of largest resected metastases 12–36 mm
RFA (size) 2 patients (14 and 16 mm)
Max number of lesions on CT/MRI
scans (median and range)

12 (3–100)

Max size of lesions on CT/MRI scans
(median and range)

45 mm (14–94 mm)

Fong Clinical Score at diagnosis
(median and range)

3 (2–4)

Fong Clinical Score at LT (median
and range)

2 (1–3)

Max number of lesions on CT scan at
LT (median and range)

5 (1–53)

Max size of lesions on CT scan at LT
(median and range)

24 mm (3–47 mm)

Histology max number of lesions at
LT (median and range)

6 (1–50)

Histology max size of lesions at LT
(median and range)

26 mm (9–50 mm)

Time from diagnosis to LT (median
and range)

24.0 mo (13.3–112.2 mo)

Time from primary surgery to LT
(median and range)

22.6 mo (2.3–111.3) mo
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maximum size of 47 mm (Table 2). Median FCRS at the time of
diagnosis was 3 (range 2 to 4), and after chemotherapy before LT, this
was reduced to 2 (range 1 to 3). One patient had metachronous
disease, whereas all the other patients had liver metastases detected at
the time of diagnosis or within 12 months of CRC diagnosis.

The patients had significant higher tumor load at the time of
 Copyright © 2020 Wolters Kluw

diagnosis than before LT. The difference between maximal CEA, size
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of largest liver metastases, number of liver lesions and FCRS, and
values at time of LT were significantly different with P values of
0.001, 0.003, 0.001, and 0.014 for a change in CEA levels, number of
lesions, and size of liver metastases and FCRS, respectively. These
differences indicated that the patients had response to chemotherapy
and one of the inclusion criteria for the study was at least 10%
response on chemotherapy at the time of LT according to
RECIST criteria.

Clinical Outcome
Median follow-up of patients alive was 36 months, range 5 to

60 months. Thirteen patients are alive; 2 patients died 26 months after
LT due to recurrent disease. KM estimated 1-, 3-, and 5-year OS was
100%, 83%, and 83%, respectively (Fig. 1). Median DFS was 13.7
months with 1, 2, and 3 years DFS of 53%, 44%, and 35% (Fig. 1).
Four patients have been observed for more than 2 years without signs
of relapse. Survival after relapse at 1, 2, and 4 years was 100%, 73%,
and 73%, respectively. Median DFS in patients with less than 8 liver
metastases on CT scan at time of LT was 24.3 versus 11.6 months in
patients with more than 8 liver metastases, P ¼ 0.083. Patients with
FCRS of 1 to 2 at the time of diagnosis had longer DFS than patients
having FCRS of 3 to 4; median DFS not reached in patients with
FCRS 1 to 2 versus 11.8 months in patients with FCRS 3 to 4, P ¼
0.044 (Fig. 2). Median DFS was 24.3 months in patients with lymph
node negative status (N0) of primary resected tumor compared with
11.6 months in patients with Nþ lymph node status of the primary
tumor (P ¼ 0.065); however, 8 of the 15 patients and 5 of the 8
patients with pN0 primary tumor received neoadjuvant treatment
before resection of the primary tumor.

Six of the 8 (75%) patients with a relapse after LT developed
pulmonary metastases as the first or only site of metastatic disease.
Median time from LT to detection of pulmonary metastases was 8.8
months (range 2.7 to 24.3 months).

Complication to Liver Transplantation Procedure
Postoperative complications were scored according to the

Clavien-Dindo classification system. Complications requiring inter-
ventions (grade IIIa-IVa) were registered in 7 of the 15 (47%)
included patients. Pleural drainage was performed in 2 patients
(grade IIIa), 3 patients were treated for wound dehiscence (grade
IIIb), and 1 patient treated for biliary leakage (grade IVa) and another
patient treated for acute liver vein thrombosis (grade IVa).

Treatment of Relapse After Liver Transplantation
The treatments administered for relapse after LT are given in

Table 4. Five patients received a total of 6 resections of pulmonary
metastases. The median size of pulmonary metastases diagnosed by
chest CT was 7.5 mm. Median time from relapse to resection of
pulmonary lesions was 21.4 months (range 15.2 to 34.7 months).
Histological examinations of the resected pulmonary lesions con-
firmed CRC metastases in all 6 resected specimens. Median size at
histological examination was 13 mm (range 10 to 31 mm). Two
patients had resection of lymph node metastases and postoperative
radiation therapy (2 Gy x 25 fractions) as first treatment of relapse
after LT. Liver resection of a solitary liver metastasis was performed
in 1 patient. Two patients received palliative chemotherapy for
oligometastatic disease after LT and OS from start of palliative
chemotherapy in these 2 patients were 13 and 17 months,
respectively.

Overall Survival After Relapse
A total of 11 patients had NED at the end of follow-up. Seven

of these patients had no relapse and 4 had NED after pulmonary
er Health, Inc. All rights reserved.

resections; 1 also received liver resection of a metastatic lesion. The
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TABLE 3. Pre Liver Transplantation (LT) Treatments, Number, and Size of Largest Liver Lesions at LT

Age,
(years)

Sex
Female/Male

Neoadjuvant Treatment
Yes/No

Max. Number
at LT

Max Size at
LT, mm Irinotecan Oxaliplatin

EGFR-
Antibody Bevacizumab

Primary
(y) pTN

1 45 F Yes 9 10 Yes Yes Yes No T3N1
2 59 F No 53 26 Yes Yes No No T3N1
3 71 M No 3 34 Yes Yes Yes No T3N0
4 60 M No 7 13 Yes No Yes No T3N1
5 62 F Yes 5 27 No Yes No No T3N0
6 50 M Yes 5 36 No Yes No No T2N0
7 58 F Yes 4 9 Yes Yes No No T2N2
8 57 M Yes 1 7 Yes No No Yes T3N0
9 35 M Yes 10 36 Yes Yes Yes No T3N0
10 71 M Yes 5 47 Yes No No Yes T3N1
11 58 F No 3 3 Yes No No Yes T1N1
12 60 F No 2 8 Yes Yes No Yes T3N0
13 60 M Yes 36 24 Yes No No Yes T3N0
14 58 M No 12 25 Yes Yes Yes Yes T4N0
15 61 F No 3 8 Yes No Yes No T3N1
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NED status at 3 years after LTwas 76.4% (Fig. 1) and survival 4 years
after relapse was 72.9%.

SECA-II Study Compared With SECA-I Study
Time from primary surgery to LT, age, plasma CEA value,

number of liver lesions, size of largest lesions, FCRS, Oslo Score,
and PET values were compared between the SECA-I trial and the
current study, and the median values and range are given in Table 5.
None of the patients in the SECA II study had progressive disease on
 Copyright © 2020 Wolters Kluw

chemotherapy or CEA levels above 80 mg/L at the time of LT.
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FIGURE 1. Kaplan-Meier curves for overall survival (blue line),
disease-free survival (red lines), and no evidence of disease
(black line) from time of liver transplantation.
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DISCUSSION

In CRC patients with nonresectable liver-only metastases, we
have in a previous study (SECA-I) reported KM estimated 5-year OS
of 60% after a median follow-up of 27 months (range 8 to 60
months).10 In the present SECA-II study, KM estimated 5-year
OS was 83% with a median follow-up of 36 months (range 5 to
60 months). In the SECA-I study, all included patients who had been
observed for more than 11 months after LT had a relapse, whereas in
the present SECA-II study, 4 patients had no relapse 31 to 49 months
after LT. Patients in the SECA-II cohort had significant lower number
of metastatic lesions, size of largest liver lesions, CEA levels, FCRS,
er Health, Inc. All rights reserved.

and Oslo score than SECA-I patients indicating a pre-transplant
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FIGURE 2. Kaplan-Meier curves for disease-free survival from
time of liver transplantation in patients with Fong Clinical Risk
Score at diagnoses of 1-2 (blue line) and 3-4 (red line). Differ-
ence between groups, P ¼ 0.044.
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TABLE 4. Treatment After Liver Transplantation

Pulmonary resection 5 patients
Number of pulmonary resections 6
Size diagnosed on CT-scans (median, range) n ¼ 6 7.5 mm (5–10 mm)
Liver resection 1 patient
Lymph node resection and p.o. radiation therapy 2 patients, 2 Gy x 25
Palliative chemotherapy 2 patients
OS from start palliative chemotherapy 13 and 17 mo
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selection yielding better prognostic factors in the SECA-II group
than our previous study. Nevertheless, also the SECA-II patients had
extensive disease at the time of LT. More than 70% had pathological
(y)pT3 tumor and more than 50% had received neoadjuvant treat-
ment before resection of the primary tumor. Furthermore, 14 of the
included 15 patients had synchronous disease. Eighty percent had
sigmoid or rectal primary tumor. We have previously shown that
SECA-I patients with low 18F-FDG PET uptake values in liver
metastases have better OS after LT than patients with high PET
uptake values.12 Patients in the current SECA-II study had lower liver
PET uptake values than the SECA-I cohort, also suggesting that
selection of patients with more favorable tumor biology has been
obtained compared with the SECA-I study.

We have previously reported that compared with HCC patients
with tumor both within and beyond Milan criteria, CRC patients
receiving LT have a high rate of relapse.11 This has also been
corroborated by others.13 In the present study, just over half of
the patients included had a recurrence, although 4 patients were
observed for more than 30 months without a relapse. In contrast to
HCC recurrence after LT, CRC patients have a long OS from time of
relapse due to the fact that the majority of the recurrences are lung
metastases amenable to treatment as previously reported in the
SECA-I trial.14 These lesions were in general small and they
increased in size at a slow rate, despite immunosuppression as
previously reported.15 Patients with pulmonary metastases are most
often eligible for resection thereby obtaining a status of NED. The
median time from detection of pulmonary metastases on CT-scans to
resection were 21 months, and this study further illustrates the slow
growth rate of these lesions.

Adjuvant chemotherapy has not been part of any of our LT
studies in CRC patients. The primary aim has been to evaluate the
effect of LT on survival in patients with nonresectable liver only
 Copyright © 2020 Wolters Kluw

metastases. Adding chemotherapy would change the design into

TABLE 5. Different Parameters Between SECA-I and SECA-II Studi

SECA-1

Time from primary surgery to LT 16.8 (5.9–58.7) mo
Age, y 56 (45–65)
FCRS at LT 3 (1–5)
Oslo Score at LT 2 (0–4)
Liver lesions 8 (4–40)
Size 45 (28–130) mm
CEA, mg/L 15 (1–2002)
SUVmax 9.0 (2.3�21.5)
SUVpeak 7.3 (1.9�17.5)
SUVmean 5.1 (1.6�13.3)
MTV, cm3 98.5 (0�874)
TLG, g 302 (0�4437)
T/B ratio 5.3 (1.0�11.1)

�Nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test.
MTV indicates metabolic tumor volume; SUV, standardized uptake value; T/B, tumor t
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evaluating 2 treatment options, and we think this should possibly be
subject to future multicentric trials. The main reason for not admin-
istration of adjuvant chemotherapy after LT was that these patients
had received chemotherapy for an extensive time pre-transplant. In
the present study, more than half of the patients had received second
or later lines of chemotherapy. Furthermore, 9 of the 15 had
previously received oxaliplatin and 5-FU containing regimens. Oxa-
liplatin and/or 5-FU are the only chemotherapy drugs that have
shown significant improved OS either in adjuvant colon cancer stage
III or as neoadjuvant/adjuvant treatment of resectable CRC liver
metastases. In the EORTC 40983 study with median 1 resectable
CRC liver lesion, 3 months of neoadjuvant chemotherapy and
3 months of adjuvant chemotherapy resulted in a nonsignificant
increase in 5-year OS of 3% to 4%2. None of the patients included in
the EORTC-study had received oxaliplatin previously and the major-
ity of the patients had also not received 5-FU adjuvant after resection
of the primary tumor. The patients randomized to neoadjuvant/
adjuvant chemotherapy had significantly more toxicity than the
surgery-only arm of the study.2 On the basis of these results and
the extensive pretreatment of the patients included in the SECA-II
trial, we expected that adding 5-FU or 5-FU combined with oxali-
platin as adjuvant treatment after LT would have had at best a minor
impact on DFS/OS in our study population with the likelihood of
increased toxicity post-transplant. There is, however, an ongoing
liver transplant trial (Transmet, NCT 02597348) where the included
CRC patients receive adjuvant chemotherapy after LT.

Patient with nonresectable CRC metastases starting first-line
chemotherapy have a 5-year OS of about 10%4,6,16 and median OS
from start of second line chemotherapy is about 10 to 12 months.17,18

On the basis of these results and the number of lines of chemotherapy
at the time of LT, the patients included in the present study should
have had an estimated median OS of about 17 months without LT.

The patients included in the present study had extensive
nonresectable disease with median of 12 liver metastases with a
median size of 45 mm and more than 50% have started second or later
lines of chemotherapy at time of LT. Only 1 patient had metachro-
nous disease. Despite the extensive disease burden, the KM-esti-
mated 5-year OS was 83%. Patients with metachronous disease
receiving liver resection have better prognosis than patients with
synchronous disease. In the SECA-I study, 4 of 21 patients had
metachronous disease and these 4 patients were all alive at 5 years.11

Patients included in the SECA-I study have previously been com-
pared with 47 similar patients (no BRAF mutation, age up to 65 years,
er Health, Inc. All rights reserved.

and nonresectable liver-only metastases) starting first-line

es at the Time of Transplantation (Median and Range)

SECA-2 P �

22.6 (2.3–111.3) mo 0.526
59 (35–71) 0.427
2 (1–3) 0.028
1 (0–1) <0.001
5 (1–53) 0.049

24 (3–47) mm <0.001
2 (1–30) 0.015

5.9 (2.4�11.2) 0.10
4.3 (2.2�9.0) 0.09
3.2 (2.0�6.4) 0.13

21.3 (0�139) 0.08
76 (0�405) 0.06
2.6 (1.0�5.5) 0.03

o background; TLG, total lesion glycolysis.
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chemotherapy in the Nordic VII study.6 At that time, 21 patients were
included in the SECA-I study and these 21 patients were compared
with the 21 Nordic VII patients19 with longest OS out of the 47
included Nordic VII patients. Five-year survival in the SECA-I
patients was 56% compared with 19% in the Nordic VII patients
(P ¼ 0.012).6 CRC patients with liver-only metastases and good
performance status (ECOG grade 0 to 1) receiving first-line oxali-
platin chemotherapy combined with selective internal radiation
therapy (SIRT) have a median OS of 24.5 months compared with
24.6 months in patients receiving only oxaliplatin-containing regi-
mens.20 We have previously also reported OS in patients with
progressive disease on all lines of chemotherapy.21 These patients
with 8 to 35 liver metastases at the time of LT had median OS of
41 months and KM-estimated 5-year OS of 44%. Patients with good
performance status (ECOG 0 to 1) receiving Regorafenib or TAS-102
after treatment with irinotecan, oxaliplatin, 5FU-containing regi-
mens with or without bevacizumab/EGFR-inhibitor had median OS
of 6.4 and 7.1 months, respectively, compared with 5.0 to 5.3 in
patients receiving only best supportive care.22,23 To our knowledge,
there is no publication of any other treatment in previously treated
patients with nonresectable CRC demonstrating comparable OS to
what was been obtained in the SECA-I and SECA-II studies. The 5-
year OS in selected low-risk patients with nonresectable CLM can be
similar to that obtained for HCC patients receiving LT as standard of
care.11 By further developing selection criteria for LT in CRC
patients, it may be possible to select patients who will obtain an
OS rate at 5 years similar to patients who currently receive LT as
standard of care.

LT for CRC was performed between 1983 and 1989, with 5-
year OS of less than 20%. Due to the dismal results and the scarcity of
available liver grafts, LT for CRC was abandoned at that time.24

However, many of these patients died of transplant-related compli-
cations and not relapse of the malignant disease. In a recent manu-
script, Toso et al13 describe the outcome of 12 CRC patients receiving
LT. They report 5-year DFS and OS of 38% and 50%, respectively.
The study by Toso et al13 suggests that the time from diagnosis to
transplant may be an important selection factor. A long time interval
from diagnosis to LT improve long-term survival and a minimum
time interval of 12 to 24 months should probably be part of the
selection criteria for LT in CRC patients.

The major challenge in establishing LTas a treatment option in
CRC patients internationally is related to the scarcity of liver grafts
for transplantation. Many countries have a long waiting time for LT
and associated high mortality on the waiting list. Adding a new
indication with many potentially eligible patients to the waiting list
for LT will obviously make this even more difficult to handle. In this
study, we included 15 patients over a period of about 5 years from a
population of 5 million people. Using similar inclusion criteria in US,
this will represent about 3% of the transplants performed in US per
year. Using clinical risk score systems that restrict inclusion of only a
cohort of CRC patients who will obtain 5-year OS of 75% to 80%
after LT, will probably not increase the number of patients on the
transplant waiting list to a great extent. Furthermore, to expand the
donor pool for LT in CRC patients, one might use extended criteria
donor grafts for these recipients, as they do not have liver insuffi-
ciency and portal hypertension, and thus probably better tolerate
transplantation with marginal grafts. Partial resection and liver
segment 2 to 3 transplantation and delayed total hepatectomy
(RAPID-concept)25 may also increase the donor pool for LT in
CRC patients. To be able to offer LT to CRC patients with non-
resectable liver metastases, a protocol using living donor has been
started in Toronto, Canada (NCT 02864485). There is now increasing
interest internationally to explore LT as a treatment option in selected
 Copyright © 2020 Wolters Kluw

nonresectable CRC patients. Several transplant centers are now also

� 2019 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
offering or considering LT for CRC patients outside of registered
prospective studies.

In conclusion, LT offers the best OS ever reported in selected
patients with nonresectable liver-only metastases from CRC. The
scarcity of donor graft requires that criteria for LT of CRC patients
need to be further developed and refined to ensure long post-
transplant survival. An increase in grafts available for LT to
CRC patients may be obtained by extended criteria donors, use of
split-liver grafts, and by implementing the RAPID concept.
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